Keynote Talks

Knowledge on the Web: Robust and Scalable Harvesting of Entity-Relationship Facts (Abstract) p. 1

Cloud Data Management @ Yahoo! (Abstract) p. 2

P2P-Based Technologies

Distributed Cache Indexing for Efficient Subspace Skyline Computation in P2P Networks p. 3

iDISQUE: Tuning High-Dimensional Similarity Queries in DHT Networks p. 19

Adaptive Ensemble Classification in P2P Networks p. 34

Data Mining Technologies

Mining Rare Association Rules in the Datasets with Widely Varying Items' Frequencies p. 49

CAMLS: A Constraint-Based Apriori Algorithm for Mining Long Sequences p. 63

PGP-mc: Towards a Multicore Parallel Approach for Mining Gradual Patterns p. 78

Generalised Rule Mining p. 85

XML Search and Matching

An Effective Object-Level XML Keyword Search p. 93

Effectively Inferring the Search-for Node Type in XML Keyword Search p. 110

Matching Top-k Answers of Twig Patterns in Probabilistic XML p. 125

Graphs


Efficiently Answering Probability Threshold-Based SP Queries over Uncertain Graphs p. 155

Discovering Burst Areas in Fast Evolving Graphs p. 171

Spatial Databases

Answering Top-K Similar Region Queries p. 186

Efficient Approximate Visibility Query in Large Dynamic Environments p. 202

The Objects Interaction Matrix for Modeling Cardinal Directions in Spatial Databases p. 218

Efficient Algorithms to Monitor Continuous Constrained k Nearest Neighbor Queries p. 233

XML Technologies

Chasing Tree Patterns under Recursive DTDs p. 250

Efficient Label Encoding for Range-Based Dynamic XML Labeling Schemes p. 262

An Efficient Parallel PathStack Algorithm for Processing XML Twig Queries on Multi-core Systems p. 277

Keyword Search on Hybrid XML-Relational Databases Using XRjoin p. 292

Efficient Database-Driven Evaluation of Security Clearance for Federated Access Control of Dynamic XML Documents p. 299

Time Series and Streams

Speeding Up Complex Video Copy Detection Queries p. 307

Efficient Skyline Maintenance for Streaming Data with Partially-Ordered Domains p. 322